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Process based modelling of power density for wire laser additive manufacturing using a
coaxial head
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Abstract

Wire Laser Additive Manufacturing enables the production of near net shape parts at high deposition rates while
reducing the risks due to metallic powder handling. Common configurations of this process use a single laser beam
with lateral wire feeding, inducing a dependency on the feeding angle and direction relative to the travel direction. In
contrast, coaxial configurations feed the wire along the direction of the energy input, which can be achieved by using
a ring beam or multiple beams. In this case, the beams are placed so that they form a single spot on the focal plane.
Varying the distance between the intersection point of the beams and the substrate allows for specific power densities
with different spot sizes, resulting in varying bead geometries and penetrations. However, most models for process
simulations consider a single equivalent beam or a single heat source to model the power input, which cannot accurately
represent the obtained power densities. This article presents a modelling of power density inspired by the process for
coaxial heads. The developed approach can be used to simulate the laser power density on any surface with any number
of beams. It is applied to model the experimental setup using a three beam coaxial head with an identified laser beam
model. The simulated power densities are compared to experimental results to validate the predictions of spot size and
shape. To better represent process behaviour, both wire and bead are modelled and the power densities are simulated
on these surfaces. Finally, the effect of the head rotation is investigated as it modifies the power density and geometry
of the beads. The resulting power profiles are compared to the internal and external profiles of the manufactured beads
to conclude on the effect of this parameter.

Keywords: Wire Laser Additive Manufacturing (WLAM), power modelling, bead geometry, penetration, laser head
orientation

1. Introduction

Metal additive manufacturing offers new possibilities for
the development of new production strategies. Powder
based processes are the most common, but require com-
plex installations due to the risks of powder handling. Pro-
cesses using metallic wire as feedstock material show great
promise as they reduce these constraints while produc-
ing solid parts with large volumes. Wire Laser Additive
Manufacturing (WLAM) is one of these wire based pro-
cesses using a laser beam as an energy supply, belonging
to the Directed Energy Deposition (DED) category [1].
The manufacturing process consists in feeding the metal-
lic wire towards the substrate and using the laser to melt
them. As the head on which the laser and feeding system
are mounted follows the programmed trajectory, the melt
pool solidifies to form a welding bead. Therefore, the term
bead will be used to describe the total deposited matter,
including both solidified and melted zones. Layers can be
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built by generating adjacent welding beads, and the super-
position of beads allows for manufacturing full or hollow
parts [2]. The most common setup found in the literature
and referred to as lateral wire feeding uses a laser beam
oriented perpendicularly to the substrate and a wire sup-
plied from the side. Other configurations place the wire
axis along an equivalent laser axis, creating a coaxial setup.
This can be achieved by using a ring beam [3, 4] or multiple
laser beams [5, 6]. In this latter configuration the beams
are often placed so that they intersect each other to form
a single spot when focused on the substrate, similarly to
a single laser. Varying the distance between the beams’
intersection and the substrate, referred to as working dis-
tance, results in multiple spots, deviating from proper axis-
symmetrical behaviour. Increasing the number of beams
can homogenize the power density if all beams are prop-
erly focused, and their power properly managed, resulting
in added complexity. Beam shaping is also used to obtain
a ring beam from a single source but requires complex op-
tical paths to insert the wire inside the ring.

Because the manufacturing is based on three principal
elements being the feed material, the power input, and the
path followed by the head, managing the interactions be-
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tween them is essential to achieve a stable process. Stud-
ies on lateral wire feeding linked several process defects to
these parameters and highlighted the importance of the
ratio between power and feed speed [7, 8]. Once a sta-
ble process is achieved, parts can be manufactured with
the goal of generating near net shapes. Since these parts
are created by multiple beads, controlling the bead geome-
try is essential for the manufacturing of complex volumes.
Because of its similarity to other welding based processes,
models describing single and overlapping bead geometries
are shared with other processes [9]. The main models to
simulate single bead geometry include elliptical [10, 11], si-
nusoidal [12] or polynomial equations of degree two [13, 14]
or four [15]. Most of these models offer a satisfactory rep-
resentation of the beads [16], with the optimal model being
linked to process parameters [9]. Therefore, most studies
describe bead geometries only by their dimensions and fo-
cus on the influence of process parameters on these dimen-
sions. The available literature focuses on three main pro-
cess parameters: laser power, wire feed speed, and travel
speed, and shows that width and height can vary inde-
pendently [17]. Some studies investigate other parameters
such as wire angle and feeding direction for lateral feeding
setups [18], while for coaxial configurations some investi-
gate the effect of the working distance on the produced
beads [19, 20]. For setups with multiple laser beams, this
distance corresponds to the distance between the inter-
section point of all beams and the substrate. When this
distance is null, all lasers create a single spot that can be
approximated by a single laser, but when this distance in-
creases the beams create multiple spots which differ from
the single beam representation.

This effect of multiple beams interacting with the sur-
face is rarely discussed in the literature, where most mod-
els for process simulations consider a single heat source
[21]. This source is often described by Gaussian [22] or
Goldak [23] models and rarely considers the power profile
of the laser beam. This can lead to an overestimation of
the maximal value of the power density or to an inaccurate
size of the source. Moreover, the source is often applied to
the geometry of the substrate to simulate the heat input,
while process observations reveal that the lasers interact
mostly with the wire and bead rather than the substrate.
Some studies consider the bead geometry with uniform or
Gaussian power sources [24, 25]. Ji et al use multiple heat
sources on the bead geometry to account for the different
beams, but the model for laser power is based on planar
surfaces and therefore does not account for how the bead
geometry modifies the power density [20]. The power in-
put on the wire is mostly considered negligible, with an
analytical model to describe its thermal behaviour for an
annular Gaussian beam proposed by Cazaubon [26].

This study presents a novel approach to simulate power
density in WLAM process based on a realistic modelling
of the power source and of the in-process geometry. The
power density of the beams is represented by super-
Gaussian (SG) functions to correspond to near top-hat

profiles. The proposed method can simulate the power
density for a multiple beams head on complex surface ge-
ometries, including substrate, bead, and wire. Further-
more, the head position relative to the workpiece or sub-
strate is taken into account to characterize the effect of the
orientation parameters on power density. The laser irra-
diance simulation on any surface is first introduced before
discussing the associated laser model based on beam mea-
surements. The experimental setup uses a coaxial head
from Coaxworks with three top-hat beams (figure 1), and
an associated model with three identified SG beams is pro-
posed and compared to experimental results for spot pre-
diction. The simulation of power density on any surface
is then applied to the wire and bead to better represent
the in-process behaviour. To investigate whether the head
rotation impacts the produced beads, several beads are
produced and differences in geometries and penetrations
are observed. Simulations on measurements of the experi-
mental beads profiles are then used to link the power den-
sity profiles to the internal and external geometries of the
beads. While the presented work is applied to a coaxial
head with three beams and top-hat profiles, the developed
approach is suited to any number of beams and can be
adapted to various power profiles and ring beams.

Figure 1: Experimental setup with the Coaxworks coaxial head, the
paths of the three laser beams are represented in red

This paper presents the usual models for laser beams
and the method used to simulate the power on any sur-
face in section 2. Section 3 describes the identified laser
profile, and compares the simulated laser spots to exper-
imental results. Section 4 details how the wire and bead
are modelled and integrated into the simulation. The ef-
fect of the head rotation on the bead geometries and the
power density is presented in section 5 before concluding
in section 6.

2. Laser power simulation

The developed method enables the simulation of the
laser power density on any surface for a multiple beams
head. The structure of this method is presented in Fig. 2,
and the following sections detail the necessary steps for
the power simulation on any surface.
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Figure 2: Flowchart of the developed method for irradiance simula-
tion with multiple beams

2.1. Models of power sources

Modelling the input power as an equivalent heat source
is insufficient to describe the process with multiple beams
or to take into account the geometries of the bead and
wire. Moreover, the Gaussian heat source model is well
adapted to laser beams with Gaussian energy distribution
profiles, which are not the only beams available. Therefore
some studies focus directly on laser power, enabling a finer
modelling of the beams profile [27]. The power density,
described by the irradiance I in (kW/mm2) is linked to
the melting behaviour [28, 29, 30] and is sometimes used to
describe the process [31]. The evolution of the irradiance I
along the axis of propagation z and the cross-section axis
r serves as a model of the laser beam. Fig. 3 illustrates the
evolution of the beam size w along z for a Gaussian beam,
with the minimum value obtained in the focal plane (z =
0). The irradiance profiles at the focal plane and other
beam cross-sections are presented underneath, showing the
Gaussian distribution and the decrease in the irradiance
value at the centre when z increases.
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Figure 3: Size variation and irradiance profiles of a Gaussian laser
beam

While this figure represents a Gaussian beam, other pro-
files are used in laser processes, such as the ideal top-hat
profile, which presents a uniform irradiance across r and z
[24]. In practice, top-hat beams are only uniform on the
focal plane and tend to revert to a Gaussian profile the
further z is from the focal point. Super-Gaussian (SG)
functions can be used to model this evolution (Eq. 1) with
k the order of the SG, Im(z) and w(z) the maximal irra-
diance and beam width for the axial distance z.

I(r, z) = Im(z)e−2(
r

w(z) )
k

(1)

For k = 2 the expression corresponds to a Gaussian func-
tion, therefore the SG can be described as a generalization
of the Gaussian function with different orders allowing to
transition from a Gaussian to a top-hat profile (Fig. 4).
The following concepts in this section will be illustrated
with a Gaussian beam as it is later generalized for SG
beams.

Figure 4: Comparison between different orders of Super-Gaussian
(SG), top-hat and Gaussian profiles

2.2. Estimated power on a surface

The coordinates of any point M on a surface S and its
associated normal nS,M can be expressed in the work frame
RW as follows:

WM =

WxM
WyM
WzM

 (2) WnS,M =

WuM
WvM
WwM

 (3)

For n identical lasers, the irradiance due to each beam
Li, i ∈ J1 , nK is computed knowing the point coordinates
in the beam frame. Homogeneous coordinates are used
to compute these coordinates and two transformation ma-
trices are used to link the laser, head, and work frame:
LiTH from each beam frame RLi to the head frame RH ,
HTW from the head frame RH to the work frame RW .
HTW depends on the position and orientation of the head
to the part and is therefore variable, depending on the
programmed trajectory, while LiTH only depends on head
technology and remains constant. The composition be-
tween frames leads to the following expressions:
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∀ i ∈ J1 , nK,∀ M ∈ S :

LiM =


LixM
LiyM
LizM
1

 = LiTH · HTW ·


WxM
WyM
WzM
1

 (4)

LinS,M=


LiuM
LivM
LiwM

0

 = LiTH · HTW ·


WuM
WvM
WwM

0

 (5)

Given that each beam propagates along the −z axis of
its RLi frame, the angle θ between a beam axis and the
surface normal can be expressed by Eq. 6. The irradiance
ISi received by a point M of S from the beam Li can
then be expressed by Lambert’s law and Eq. 1, resulting
in Eq. 7 with vi = 1 if the point is visible by the laser, and
0 otherwise (section 4.1).

θ (nS,M, zLi) = cos−1
(
LiwM

)
(6)

ISi(M) = I
(
rM ,

LizM
)
· cos (θ (nS,M, zLi)) · vi (7)

with

rM
2 = LixM

2
+ LiyM

2
(8)

Using this method it is possible to simulate the irradi-
ance on any surface for each beam (Fig. 5a). Under the hy-
pothesis that the laser beams do not influence one another,
the total irradiance IS perceived by a point is considered
equal to the sum of each beam irradiance (Fig. 5b):

IS(M) =

n∑
i=1

ISi(M) (9)

a) b)

Figure 5: Simulation of the laser power on a surface for a single and
multiple beams

Considering the three beams instead of only one results
in different power densities on the surface. The black lines
in Fig. 5 represent the contours of the laser spot, as defined
in the following section. The obtained spots differ signif-
icantly between the single and multiple beams models, as
the latter results in a wider and less circular shape.

2.3. Laser spot
As seen in Fig. 5, the entire surface isn’t significantly

impacted by the laser, with areas receiving little to no ir-
radiance. Detecting the limits of the affected zone is useful

for process simulation as it identifies the geometries with
which the beams interact and the size of this zone. This
limit will be referred to as the laser spot and can be defined
by multiple criteria, with two of the most usual being the
1/e2 and D86, corresponding respectively to a threshold
value and an included power criteria [32]. However, they
are defined for orthogonal cross-sections of a laser profile,
and not for multiple beams on non planar surfaces. A mod-
ified definition of the D86 criterion, corresponding to the
irradiance threshold for which a given percentage of the
total power is included inside the spot, is used to define
the contour with three laser beams on any surface and for
any position of the head (Fig. 5). Fig. 6 shows the three
laser axes and laser spot shapes for working distances in
the interval [−5;+5] mm, as well as the power density ob-
tained on planes for some of these distances. This clearly
illustrates the interest of a three beams model compared
to a single beam when the working distance is different
from zero, which is often the case as a negative working
distance is used to obtain wider beads.

Figure 6: Shape of the laser spot and power distribution for different
working distances

3. Comparison with experimental results

3.1. Laser beam identification
To better represent the laser beam before the head, an

identified SG model is proposed based on beam measure-
ments. These include measurements of the output power
using a PRIMES PowerMonitor (PM48) and of the inten-
sity profile using a PRIMES FocusMonitor (FM+). They
were performed for the laser beam emitted by the source,
an IPG YLS-4000, with a simple lens mounted at the end
of the optical fibre. Therefore, these measurements do not
take into account the optical characteristics of the laser
head, nor the multiple beams behaviour. The data ob-
tained corresponds to power profiles for 41 planes across
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40mm of the z axis with a power of 4 kW. The observed
power density is very similar to an ideal top hat when
close to the focal plane and a Gaussian profile when fur-
ther away (Fig. 7). Therefore, a single continuous function
of top-hat or Gaussian form is not sufficient to describe the
evolution of power density for all z values. Moreover, the
profiles present a decrease in power density in the beam
center. To describe these profiles, a SG model is used with
a subtraction of a Gaussian to represent the density loss
near the centre of the beam (Eqs. 10-11). The irradiance
is considered to be proportional to the total laser power
P .

Figure 7: Measured irradiance and proposed model for z = −5.2mm
and z = −14.2mm

I(r, z) = P · Im(z − z0) exp

(
−2

(
r

w(z − z0)

)k(z−z0)
)

− P · Ic(r, z − z0) (10)

Ic(r, z)=c0
c21

c21 + z2
exp

−2 r2

c2

(
1 + z

c1

2
)
 (11)

To obtain a model of the laser beam for each r and z
value, the function described before is identified for each
cross-section. This leads to 41 values of Im, w, and k. A

theoretical function defining the width for each z value is
known for Gaussian beams and is used as a basis to de-
scribe the evolution of w for this beam. Polynomial terms
are added to fit more closely the almost linear behaviour
observed for high z values. The evolution of k along z
presents a Gaussian shape, which corresponds to an al-
most top-hat profile near the focal plane (high value of
k) and a more Gaussian power profile far from the focal
plane (k ≈ 2). While a theoretical function for Im could
be proposed in order to maintain the total power inside
the beam, polynomial functions were chosen to match the
evolution of Im, with a fourth degree suiting the measured
data. The proposed functions to describe the characteris-
tic values are as follows:

w(z) =aw

√
1 +

(
z

bw

)2

+ cw · z + dw (12)

k(z) =ak,1 e
−
(

z
bk,1

)2

+ ak,2 e
−
(

z
bk,2

)2

+ ck (13)

Im(z)=

m∑
j=1

aj · zj (14)

Once all the functions describing the shape of the
laser beam are defined, an optimization using least mean
squares method identifies all of the parameters. The values
for each parameter obtained by this method are listed in
table 1, and the resulting power distribution is displayed in
Fig. 8. The colors in this figure correspond to the absolute
difference between the measured data and the proposed
model. One can observe that these differences stay inferior
to 0.15 kW/mm2 everywhere except near the focal plane,
where the variations in intensity are the highest. Because
the optimization did not impose any constraints on the
total power of the laser beam, the total power for each of
the forty-one planes is evaluated and the variation for this
model exceeds that of the measurement, while never ex-
ceeding 4% of variation to the nominal power. Therefore,
this model can be considered as representative of the laser
beam, and the head will be described by three lasers of the
identified shape. Each beam irradiance is equal to a third

Table 1: Identified parameters for the proposed laser model

eq 10 z0 (mm) -2.15

eq 12

aw (mm) 0.0455

eq 11

c0 ( kW/mm2) 0.199 bw (mm) 2.53

c1 (mm) 18.5 cw -0.00379

c2 (mm2) 0.0230 dw (mm) 0.735

eq 14

a4 ( kW/mm6) −5.00× 10−7

eq 13

ak,1 6.56

a3 ( kW/mm5) −5.20× 10−6 bk,1 (mm) 10.3

a2 ( kW/mm4) 9.93× 10−5 ak,2 16.0

a1 ( kW/mm3) 5.15× 10−3 bk,2 (mm) 3.67

a0 ( kW/mm2) 5.65× 10−1 ck 2.23
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of the total identified irradiance and its focal point corre-
sponds to the intersection of the three laser beam axes.

Figure 8: Identified laser model with difference to the measured data
for P = 4kW

3.2. Laser head identification
Since the established model is validated for the orig-

inal laser beam, an experiment is designed to test if the
three beams of the laser head can be considered as identical
beams angled to the head axis. To compare experimental
results and simulations, a series of laser shots were real-
ized to obtain several marks corresponding to the zones
impacted by the lasers. As the objective is to identify
the geometrical limits of the beams independently of the
laser power, a painted glass plate is chosen as a substrate.
This material reduces the effect of conduction compared
to metal, and the lower energy required to mark the sub-
strate matches an ideal instantaneous shot more closely.
Moreover, the obtained marks have a clear outline due to
the removal of the paint, which leads to a better identifica-
tion than the limit of the heat-affected zone on a metal. 14
shots were performed with a power of 400W during 7ms
and a working distance variation step of 0.5mm. The glass
plate was then observed using a microscope to measure the
size of the marks. The results shown in Fig. 9 indicate that

while the spot can be considered as a circle near the focal
point, an increase in working distance leads to a trefoil
shape which cannot be represented by a single laser beam
but is coherent with the proposed model (Fig. 6).

The model and results can be compared under the hy-
pothesis that the observed mark corresponds only to the
zone impacted by the laser, independently of the laser
power. The validity of this hypothesis is studied during
another experiment (Fig. 10). It is considered true as the
energy used during the shots is minimal, reducing the pos-
sible effects of power variations to their minimum. Simu-
lation results are superposed on the laser spots as a blue
line (Fig. 9). This simulation uses 3 beams identical to the
identified one and equally distributed on a cone so that
each laser axis is at a 20° angle to the laser head vertical
axis. Comparing the results reveals that both the size of
the mark and its shape vary between simulation and exper-
iments, with the shape of the predicted spot being correct
when close to the focal point, but varying when the work-
ing distance increases. These differences can be explained
by an overestimation of the angle between the beams and
the wire axis. Fig. 6 represents the separation from a sin-
gle spot to three spots as the working distance varies, and
this effect is amplified by considering a bigger angle be-
tween the beams. This is observed at 3.1mm, where the
simulation shows distinct laser spots with a zone without
power in the center, while the experimental mark has a
shape representative of the three beams but forming a con-
tinuous contour at the same distance. For 4.6mm all the
beams create distinct marks and the simulation also results
in three separated spots but they are further away from
the center than the experimental results. Therefore, the
angle of 20° considered for the simulation is likely higher
than the actual angle, which needs to be identified on the
experimental setup. However, the sizes of the predicted
spots and the observed marks match well when the spots
are separated, with the predicted and measured diameters
being similar indicating a correct simulation of the individ-
ual beam behaviour. The simulation predicts lower sizes
when the beams form only one mark with a single con-

z = -1.9 mm z = -1.4 mm z = -0.9 mm z = -0.4 mm z = 0.1 mm z = 0.6 mm z = 1.1 mm

z = 2.1 mm z = 2.6 mm z = 3.1 mm z = 3.6 mm z = 4.1 mm z = 4.6 mmz = 1.6 mm

20° angle 17.6° angle dimensions (mm) : 0 2 4

Figure 9: Laser shots on a painted glass plate for varying working distance with results of laser spot simulations for two models
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tour, which challenges the hypothesis that the observed
spot is only dependant on the beam width as it seems to
be dependant on the energy density.

Another experiment is carried out to highlight the link
between mark size and laser energy as well as to iden-
tify the angle between the beams. The protocol consists
of three centred laser shots with working distances of −9,
0, and 9mm, creating seven marks with the same cen-
tre. This result was repeated with shots of 400W and a
duration of 12, 15, 20 and 50ms. The results (Fig. 10) in-
dicate that the appearance of the mark size changes with
the amount of energy and that its size increases slightly.
Therefore the laser marks do not depend only on the beam
width but can be considered as representative of its evo-
lution. The laser energy during the shots is therefore kept
at a minimum value to reduce this effect.

1+

2+3+

1-

2- 3-

1+

2+3+

1-

2- 3-

1+

2+3+

1-

2- 3-

1+

2+3+

1-

0dimensions (mm) : 2 4 6 8 10

2- 3-

Δt = 12 ms Δt = 50 ms Δt = 20 ms Δt = 15 ms 

Figure 10: Laser spots for 3 centred shots with different working
distances and 4 shot durations.

In order to determine the angle between the beams and
the head vertical axis, each center of the shots is identified
and each pair of opposite spots for +9mm and −9mm are
linked by a line. This line materializes the beam axis and
is used to measure its angle. All beams are supposed to
have the same angle to the head axis, so using this method
leads to an identified angle of 17.6°±0.2. This angle is then
used in the power density simulation to obtain the laser
spot contours displayed in red on Fig. 9. This identified
angle leads to an improved prediction of the shape, as the
transition from single to separate spots is well represented.
Moreover, the distance between individual spots is similar
to the one observed. However, while the spot size is still
similar for individual spots, the simulation is systemati-
cally smaller when the beams create a single spot. This
difference can be caused by the increase in energy density,
as observed for the marks with varying duration showing
an increase in size (Fig. 10).

With the proposed model of the source and the identified
head parameters, the method of section 2 can be applied
to simulate the power densities on any surface. Compar-
ing the results obtained by this approach to an equiva-
lent single Gaussian beam on a substrate with a work-
ing distance of −2mm reveals that considering a single
heat source cannot represent the trefoil shapes observed
in Fig. 9. Moreover, the single beam model tends to over-
estimate the power at the centre of the spot by more than
15% compared to the identified model.

4. Process modelling

The three beams irradiance model presented before was
mostly applied to simulate the power input on a part’s sur-
face, which corresponds more to a laser engraving context
than additive manufacturing. Indeed, the laser is not only
used to bring power to the part but to melt the wire and
the part, forming a bead which will be the surface mostly
impacted by the laser. Therefore, the wire and bead have
to be included in the simulation of laser power to better
represent the process behaviour. This section presents the
model used to simulate how the wire can modify the power
input on itself and other surfaces, and how the bead has
been included with a model based on the bead shape.

4.1. Wire modelling
To simulate the irradiance on the wire, the first step is

to model its geometry. The wire is considered to be a per-
fect cylinder with a radius of 0.6mm. A discretization of
this geometry into a point cloud with normals allows us
to use the same method as before (section 2.2) to simu-
late the irradiance on the wire (Fig. 11). However, some
configurations of the wire can lead to hidden zones, as the
wire can block the path of the beams, especially when the
intersection of the three beams is above the surface. The
visibility of each surface point for each beam is taken into
account by the variable vi in Eq. 7, which is equal to 1 for
visible points and 0 for unseen points. Several methods
can be used to determine which points are hidden [33, 34],
and the following paragraphs will present the chosen one
and its results.

Figure 11: Simulation without (a and c) and with the wire (b and
d) at a working distance of 0.5mm and a head inclination of 10°

The chosen method for visibility computing considers a
set of points P for the m surfaces Sj considered (Eq. 15).
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P = {M : M ∈ Sj , j ∈ J1 , mK} (15)

Because all normals are outer-pointing, all points with
a normal along the propagation direction of a beam are
back-facing and therefore unseen by this beam. Since each
beam propagates along the −z vector of their RLi frame,
the back-face points set Pi

B for each beam is identified
using the point normal in the beam frame (Eq. 16). Fig. 12
displays wire and substrate points in a beam frame with
the identified back-points.

Pi
B = {M ∈ P : LiwM < 0} (16)

Other points can be unseen while they are not back-
facing because they are occluded by other surfaces. The
occluding points can be considered as part of the back-face
points. Under the hypothesis that locally all laser rays are
assumed to be parallel, a point M is occluded by a back-
face point B if they are aligned along the −zLi axis and if
LizM < LizB. The ensemble of occluded points by of each
point B of Pi

B is the set Pi
O,B.

The total occluded set Pi
O for each beam i is then equal

to the union of the cast-shadow sets Pi
O,B for each back-

face point B in Pi
B (Fig. 12). The point set Pi

U consists of
all unseen points for a laser beam i and is therefore equal
to all back-face and occluded points. The visibility of all
unseen points is equal to 0 (Eq. 18). Using this algorithm,
the simulation can be corrected to obtain Fig. 11 without
the overestimation in received power.

Pi
U = Pi

B ∪
⋃

B∈PB

Pi
O,B (17)

∀ M ∈ Pi
U : vi(M) = 0 (18)

∀ M ∈ P\Pi
U : vi(M) = 1 (19)
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Figure 12: Visualisation of the different zones to determine the visi-
bility for one beam

To check the hypothesis and verify the validity of the
model, further laser shots are carried out on the glass
plate, with the wire placed in contact with the substrate at
different working distances. The laser spots are then pho-
tographed to observe the different shapes (Fig. 13). The

resulting marks are similar to the ones observed in Fig. 9
but are incomplete, which can be explained by two effects.
Because the wire touches the substrate during the shots,
the zone of the substrate in contact with the wire will not
receive any irradiance. This results in a circular area inside
the spot which will not receive any power, which can be
seen in the negative values of z. For the positive values of
z, a second effect is observed and combined with the first
one. This effect is the cast shadow from the wire, which re-
sults in a zone without power. It is only visible when the
substrate is placed under the focal plane, as the beams
need to interact with the wire before interacting with the
substrate to cast a shadow. This results in rectangular-
shaped shadows, as displayed in Fig. 12. The resulting
marks can be compared to the simulated irradiance at the
same working distances with a centred or off-centred wire.

Figure 13: Comparisons between simulations of the irradiance with
centred wire (a), off-centre wire (b), and photography with actual
off-centred wire (c) for working distances of -4, -2, 0, 2, and 4 mm
from left to right

Indeed, the nominal case corresponds to a centred wire,
meaning that the axis of the wire corresponds to the ver-
tical axis of the head. In the experimental setup, the wire
axis can be adjusted to be on or off-centre from the beams.
As the simulation is able to take both cases into account,
the spots for a centred wire (Fig. 13a) and off-centred
wire (Fig. 13b) can be compared to the experimental re-
sults. The shapes observed for the centred wire clearly
highlight the two effects presented before, with a circu-
lar non-affected zone in the center combined with three
rectangular-shaped shadows for z > 0. A translation of
0.15 mm along ~x and 0.35 mm along ~y (Fig. 13b) matches
the shapes of the experimental marks (Fig. 13c). The wire
position can then be adjusted accordingly on the experi-
mental setup to centre the wire on the spots. These ob-
servations validate the efficiency of this model to represent
realistic configurations of the wire, the substrate, and the
laser beams.
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4.2. Bead modelling
However, while the wire and substrate are present at the

beginning of the weld, the process creates a bead which
interacts with the laser. The interaction of the beams
with this geometry leads to different irradiance values than
when interacting on a plane or the wire, as each point of
the bead will be at a different height and angle to the
beam compared to the substrate. Therefore, modelling
this geometry will complete the model and increase its ac-
curacy and fidelity for power estimation. To represent the
geometry of the bead front, which is the part interacting
mostly with the laser, an approximation of the solidified
bead profile is chosen according to models from the lit-
erature. This profile is first identified for multiple cross-
sections, and then rotated along the ~z axis of the part to
join the profiles at the front of the bead.

Beads are produced using IN718 wire on a S235-J steel
substrate (Fig 14), with a working distance of−2mm, laser
power of 2.2 kW, wire feed speed of 2m/min and travel
speed of 1m/min. An in-situ Keyence LJX8200 optical
scanner is used to measure the beads on their entire length
of 58mm, leading to the mean profile with a 95% confi-
dence interval represented in full and dashed blue lines on
Fig. 15. A parabolic model is then used to describe the
geometry, as it fits correctly inside the measured interval.
Table 2 displays the dimensions of the bead as measured
on the profile and the corresponding values for the iden-
tified parabolic model. With this model to describe the
profile and approximate the bead, the coordinates of each
point and its associated normal are known, as required for
the simulation.

Figure 14: Photography of the bead during manufacturing (a) and
substrate with beads (b)

Figure 15: Measured average profile for a bead with confidence in-
terval, compared to the identified parabolic model

Adding the model developed in section 4.1, an in-process
configuration including both bead and wire can be simu-
lated to estimate the power density on different surfaces.
Simulation results (Fig. 16) indicate that laser power is

Table 2: Bead dimensions from measure and model

width (mm) height (mm) area (mm²)

measured 2.90± 0.13 1.03± 0.04 2.13± 0.27

model 2.96 1.07 2.11

mainly focused on the bead, getting 83% of the total power
and a little on the wire with around 17%, while the sub-
strate receives no irradiance. For a working distance of
−2mm, the laser spots remain separated, leading to a de-
pendency on the head rotation to either have one or two
spots at the front of the bead.

Figure 16: Irradiance on the wire and bead during the process, with
a working distance of −2mm

5. Application to the head rotation influence

Among the parameters which influence power density,
the position and orientation of the head relative to the
substrate should be taken into account. Not only can spe-
cific values be chosen during process planning to modify
power density, but also variations of these parameters can
be observed during manufacturing. For example, an inade-
quate estimation of bead height during the manufacturing
of layers leads to a varying working distance, whose in-
fluences on power density is illustrated in Fig. 6. For a
working distance of −2mm, these laser power simulations
indicate that the three beams lead to three distinct spots.
Because of these separated spots, a rotation of the head
about its vertical axis changes the layout of the spots rel-
ative to the travel direction. Furthermore, this rotation
does not change the wire position if it is centred, and has
little effect on the power delivered to the wire. To indicate
if this parameter has an effect on bead geometry, several
beads are produced with varying values of the head rota-
tion angle α.
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Fig. 17 presents three cross-sections of beads with their
values of α corresponding to specific configurations of the
laser spots relative to travel direction: a symmetrical con-
figuration with one laser at the front of the bead and two at
the back (α = −30°); an asymmetrical configuration with
two lasers on one side (α = 60°); and another asymmetrical
configuration with two lasers on the other side (α = 0°).
Using the same parameters as in section 4.2, all beads
are produced along the +~x direction. They are measured
with the Keyence optical scanner to determine the mean
outer profile with its position relative to the programmed
trajectory. Additionally, each bead is cut in the centre of
the path to obtain the cross-sectional profiles and evaluate
the penetration. It can be observed that while the asym-
metrical configurations lead to asymmetrical beads with
deep penetrations, the symmetrical configuration presents
a more symmetrical bead with a shallow penetration.

To characterize how the head rotation affects the power
density, the three configurations are simulated using the
irradiance model. In order to better illustrate the link be-
tween power density and geometry, measurements of each
bead are used to obtain the irradiance directly on represen-
tative surfaces. To model the outer surface of the bead,
the mean profiles for each configuration, represented as
blue outlines on Fig. 17, are extruded along the ~x axis.
This geometry representing the front and back of the bead
with the same model deviates from the process configu-
ration presented in the previous section. Still, it reduces
the problem to a two-dimensional model to obtain com-

parable data to the cross-sections. Knowing the position
of the beads relative to the programmed trajectory, the
laser beams are placed so that the beams central axis is
centred on the trajectory. The irradiance on the surface is
simulated, as displayed at the top of Fig. 17. The use of
an extruded beam instead of a model including the front
introduces variations in the simulated irradiance and re-
duces the sensitivity to the travel direction, as considering
a production along the +~x or −~x directions would result in
the same simulated power densities. However, considering
this 2D problem results in a one-dimensional representa-
tion of laser power, which can then be compared to the
cross-sections of the beads. To obtain this representation,
the laser power is summed along the path travelling di-
rection to compute a linear power density on the bead,
represented in red in Fig. 17. The chosen representation
displays the power density dI` in kW/mm on the profile
along its normal vectors.

The first observation is that the limit of power density
on the right corresponds to the bead limit, meaning that
the lasers interact mostly with the beads and not the sub-
strate, as observed in section 4.2 for nominal geometries.
Furthermore, the asymmetrical configurations show a dis-
placement of the bead relative to the penetration. Linking
this displacement to the asymmetrical power profile re-
veals that the direction corresponds to where the power
density is lowest. As for the symmetrical configuration,
the bead position and shape create a light asymmetry in
power density with a little more power on the left. The

Figure 17: Beams positions and bead cross-sections for different values of head rotation with comparison to the simulated power density dI`
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maximal power density is 1.03 kW/mm in this configura-
tion, compared to 1.20 kW/mm and 1.19 kW/mm for the
two asymmetrical configurations (middle and right). This
means that the head rotation can modify the maximal
value of the linear density by 17% compared to a sym-
metrical configuration. The penetration is shallower for
the bead on the left, which also corresponds to the situa-
tion with a lower maximal value of power density. While
the penetration is centred compared to the other ones, it
shows a light offset to the left, which is also the side with
the higher power density.

6. Conclusions and perspectives

The proposed approach for laser power simulation can
be used for any number of beams on any surface and
is applied to simulate the power density on process-
characteristic surfaces: the substrate, bead and wire. A
model for the laser beam power is proposed based on beam
measurement data and is used to represent the behaviour
of the three beams coaxial head used in the experimen-
tal setup. Comparing the simulated laser spots and ex-
perimental results reveals that the proposed approach can
predict the shapes and sizes of laser spots in various con-
figurations. To simulate the power in process configura-
tions, both the wire and bead are modelled and the re-
ceived laser power on these surfaces is estimated. At a
working distance of −2mm, it is observed that the bead
receives most of the power, the wire a little, and the sub-
strate none. The predicted spots on the bead are distinct
with one spot for each beam. The head rotation varies
the disposition of these spots relative to the travel direc-
tion, resulting in variations in the power density profile.
Some values of head rotation result in symmetrical power
density profiles, while others generate asymmetrical ones.
Beads produced in these configurations are also found to
have varying geometries, with symmetrical beads for sym-
metrical power densities and asymmetrical geometries for
asymmetrical densities. Moreover, a relative displacement
of the beads to their penetration profiles is observed, while
the penetration depth is higher for configurations generat-
ing a higher maximum of the power density profile.

While the proposed model is compared to experimental
results for spot sizes and shapes, a comparison of the esti-
mated and measured power densities for different working
distances would further validate the model. The models
used to describe the wire and bead geometries could be
improved to better take into account some of their prop-
erties, such as the possible wire curvature. The observed
bead asymmetry could also be modelled to more accurately
describe the bead geometry but would require using two
second order or a higher order polynomial functions.

While this article focused on irradiance, the absorbed
power is essential in process simulation. Using a constant
absorptivity depending on the material and laser proper-
ties proves to be a reasonable assumption to determine the
absorbed power densities from the simulated irradiance.

This will not change the conclusions on the spots’ shapes
and sizes but will add a coefficient to the estimated values.
Because the incidence angle for each point of the surface
is computed in the developed method, the estimation of
the absorbed power densities could be further improved
by considering an absorptivity dependent on the incidence
angle.

This model can also be used in different configurations to
estimate the effect of head positioning parameters, such as
varying working distances or head orientations. While this
paper focused on the effect on the geometries, further stud-
ies could investigate the influence on the microstructure.
The power densities can also be simulated for different sets
of process parameters which could predict process defects
and adapt manufacturing recipes. The link to internal and
external bead geometry could be further investigated and
extended to bead overlapping and layer manufacturing in
order to propose adapted trajectories and manufacturing
strategies.
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